Abstract. We analytically discuss wave excitation in a homogeneous three component plasma consisting of solar wind protons, electrons and a beam of cometary water ions applied to the plasma environment of comet 67P/ChuryumovGerasimenko. The resulting dispersion relations are studied in a solar wind rest frame, where a cometary current is solely generated by the water ion beam, and a cometary rest frame representing the rest frame of the Rosetta spacecraft. A modified ion-Weibel instability is excited by the cometary current and predominantly grows perpendicular to this current. The corresponding water ion mode is connected to a frequency of about 40 mHz in agreement with wave measurements of Rosetta's magnetometer in the cometary rest frame. Furthermore, the superposition of the strongest growing waves result in a fan-like phase structure close to the comet.
Introduction
The study of waves in plasma environments is an extensive field in plasma physics. Special attention is paid to cometary magnetospheres, where plasma waves and turbulence are one of the most remarkable observations at comets like 1P/Halley, 21P/Giacobini-Zinner and 26P/GriggSkjellerup (Tsurutani and Smith, 1986; Yumoto et al., 1986; Neubauer et al., 1986; Glassmeier et al., 1989; Glassmeier and Neubauer, 1993; Volwerk et al., 2014) . There, the interaction of the outgassing comets and the solar wind triggers ion ring-beam (Wu and Davidson, 1972) or non-gyrotropic phase space density instabilities (Motschmann and Glassmeier, 1993) resulting in the excitation of plasma waves.
Recently, investigations have been focused on comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko by the Rosetta mission (Glassmeier et al., 2007a) . A new type of plasma wave with frequencies of tens of mHz has been detected by Rosetta's fluxgate magnetometer RPC-MAG (Glassmeier et al., 2007b) in the vicinity of this comet . At that time the comet was still beyond 2.7 AU from the sun, the cometary activity just started and a strong magnetosphere was neither expected nor observed (Koenders et al., 2013; Rubin et al., 2014; Nilsson et al., 2015) . In this environment the outgassing of the comet combined with the ionization of the water molecules generates a beam of cometary water ions possibly able to cause a type of beam instability. We discuss this scenario with a very simple ansatz of a cold, homogeneous three-component plasma, which is composed of magnetized solar wind protons, magnetized electrons and an unmagnetized beam of cometary water ions, in two different frames of reference. The first frame is the solar wind rest frame, where the cometary ion beam is the only moving plasma component. This frame simplifies the theoretical approach. The second frame is the cometary rest frame, which corresponds to the system, where the waves were measured by Rosetta, allowing comparisons with actual observations. Similar situations have already been studied (Chang et al., 1990; Sauer et al., 1998) . However, these earlier studies do not discuss wave propagation perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field and the ion beam, which is the most important here.
P. Meier et al.: Modified ion-Weibel instability
In this paper, we derive and discuss the analytic basics of this new type of low-frequency waves at the comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. First, the applied model is explained and the dispersion relations are deduced in Sect. 2. These dispersion relations are mainly discussed in Sect. 3 regarding possible instabilities and phase structures. Finally, we present the conclusion in Sect. 4.
2 Dispersion analysis applied to the plasma environment of 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko
Frames for the dispersion analysis
For the dispersion analysis frames with resting comet and with resting solar wind are used. Finally, three frames are of advantage: the cometary rest frame CSEQ (comet-centred solar equatorial, Acton, 1996) , the solar wind rest frame SW, and the tilted solar wind rest frame TSW. CSEQ is the starting point as observations are presented just in this frame. As sketched in Fig. 1 (top) the origin is located in the comet, the x axis points to the sun, the y axis is in the solar equatorial plane and the z axis completes the right-handed system. In this frame the solar wind velocity yields u 0SW = −u 0SW e x . It points anti-sunward. For the ambient magnetic field B 0 we assume a pointing in y-direction as suggested by the Parker spiral, B 0 = B 0 e y . Then, the motional electric field points along the z-direction, E 0 = E 0 e z . Newborn cometary water ions launch their pick-up cycloidal motion along the motional electric field. As the gyroradius of cometary ions is large compared to the scale of the innermost coma these ions are essentially unmagnetized. They are controlled by the motional electric field providing us with u 0c = u 0c e z . Otherwise the gyroradius of the newborn cometary electrons is very small. In the limit of massless electrons they are immediately picked up by the solar wind and thus their velocity is u 0e = −u 0SW e x . We use this behaviour as an approach in our analysis, since it is still valid for electrons with finite mass on the length scales of our analysis. Thus, a single electron species composed of the solar wind and cometary electrons can be assumed. The resulting cometary electric current launched by the cometary plasma yields j c = en 0c u 0c e z − u 0SW e x , where quasi-neutrality and singly charged ions are assumed. Additionally, in the xz plane the azimuthal angle φ of the current j c is defined as the angle with respect to e x , increasing towards e z . Thus, it is zero for a vector parallel to e x .
A Galilean transformation along the x axis with solar wind velocity catapults us into the solar wind rest frame SW as sketched in Fig. 1 (mid) . Now, the electrons and solar wind protons are at rest and the comet moves with the velocity u comet = −u 0SW . The cometary ion velocity keeps its zcomponent, but it takes on an additional x-component, u c = −u 0SW e x + u 0c e z . In this frame the cometary current is only carried by the cometary ions, j c = en 0c −u 0SW e x + u 0c e z . 
Dispersion analysis in the tilted solar wind rest frame
Now, the general dispersion tensor D is derived by linearizing Maxwell's equations as can be fou Treumann (1997) and is also discussed in detail in appendix A. The components of the dispersion cold, three-component plasma consisting of magnetized electrons, solar wind protons and a beam Figure 1 . Illustration of the cometary rest frame CSEQ (top), solar wind rest frame SW (mid) and tilted solar wind rest frame TSW (bottom). Characteristic velocities of the solar wind u 0SW = −u 0SW e x , cometary ions u c0 = u 0c e z and u c = −u 0SW e x +u 0c e z and the comet u comet = −u 0SW are shown in the different frames. Additionally, the ambient magnetic field B 0 = B 0 e y , the cometary current j c = n 0c u c , the definition of the azimuthal angle φ and the characteristic angle φ c = arctan(u 0c /u 0SW ) between SW and TSW are sketched. Table 1 . List of plasma characteristics in the environment of P67/Churyumov-Gerasimenko at heliocentric distances of about 3 AU (Hansen et al., 2007; Richter et al., 2015) : the velocities are with respect to CSEQ. Note that this current is the same current as in CSEQ, i.e. it is independent of the rest frame.
For the analytical treatment of the dispersion relation the introduction of a tilted solar wind rest frame TSW, with the new x axis pointing along the current j c , is most convenient. TWS is sketched in Fig. 1 (bottom) . The basis vectors in this frame are called e j , e B , e ⊥ with unchanged y axis. The tilt is realized by a rotation around the y axis over an angle
providing us
e B =e y (3)
The e ⊥ axis is defined as perpendicular to the cometary current j c and the ambient magnetic field B 0 completing the right-handed system.
The equations of the dispersion relation are related just to the TWS. Later, the results are transformed back to the CSEQ for the discussion and interpretation.
Now, the general dispersion tensor D is derived by linearizing Maxwell's equations as can be found in e.g. Baumjohann and Treumann (1997) and is also discussed in detail in Appendix A. The components of the dispersion tensor are specified for the cold, three-component plasma consisting of magnetized electrons, solar wind protons and a beam of unmagnetized cometary water ions in TSW by
with plasma frequencies ω α = q 2 α n 0α /(ε 0 m α ) and gyrofrequencies α = q α |B 0 |/m α of the respective plasma species α ∈ {e, p, c} (see Table 1 ). Similar expressions were derived by Chang et al. (1990) for a two-species plasma with magnetized electrons and an unmagnetized ion beam. In a study by Sauer et al. (1998) a second, heavy ion species was considered as a beam, but the deduced dielectric tensor elements differ from our results and from what is expected from Chang et al. (1990) . Furthermore, wave propagation perpendicular to the magnetic field and the beam was neglected by both studies. The dispersion relation results from
that is numerically studied in the next section. Additionally, the dispersion relation is further analytically discussed in Appendix B yielding cut-off and resonance frequencies, which approach the known frequencies of a two component electron-proton plasma in the limit of vanishing cometary ions. In particular, the electron and proton gyrofrequencies are found as resonance frequencies of modified R-and L-modes (ω R/L, res = ± e/p ), respectively. Furthermore, a new, purely imaginary resonance frequency ω c, res = ±iω c u c /c results from the water ion beam for wave propa- gation parallel to the ambient magnetic field. For wave propagation perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field a modified O-mode is identified as well as a modified lower-hybrid frequency as resonance frequency of a X-mode. Although no further resonance frequency is found for wave propagation parallel to the cometary current, there is also a purely imaginary resonance frequency due to the water ions for wave propagation perpendicular to the current and the magnetic field.
Discussion

Instabilities
In the previous section and Appendix B the dispersion relations were deduced, which are in agreement with the known wave modes in the limit of vanishing cometary ions. Now, we discuss the dispersion relations in particular regarding instabilities for three characteristic propagation directions: parallel to the ambient magnetic field B 0 (Fig. 2) , parallel to the cometary current j c (Fig. 4 ) and perpendicular to both of them ( Fig. 3 ). Since the dispersion relations can be complex for ω = ω + iγ , the frequency f = ω /2π and growth rate γ are separated to the left and right scales of the figures, respectively. The modified L-, R-and X-modes are also shown for completeness. We start our discussion with wave propagation parallel to the ambient magnetic field B 0 (Fig. 2 ) based on the dispersion relation Eq. (B9)
Since the Doppler shift does not affect these waves, the dispersion relations are the same for TSW and the cometary rest frame. Furthermore, the modes are mirror symmetric to the k B axis, so only the positive branches are shown. Besides the modified L-(light blue) and R-modes (orange), we deduced an imaginary resonance for the cometary ion mode from Eq. (B11), i.e. there is only a growth rate (black) with an upper limit γ c, res ≈ 0.42 s −1 ≈ 31.37 c , but the frequency is zero (red). For a decreasing wave number the growth rate also declines, but a finite frequency does not appear. Hence, perturbations of the plasma can grow, but do not propagate parallel to the ambient magnetic field. A similar result was found by Chang et al. (1990) for a two component electron-ion plasma with an ion beam, where this purely growing mode was associated with an ion-Weibel instability. A Weibel instability is a self-excited electromagnetic wave in a nearly homogeneous plasma generated by a electron velocity distribution, which is sufficiently anisotropic (Weibel, 1959; Fried, 1959; Lui et al., 1991) . This wave can even be excited in a cold plasma without an ambient magnetic field yielding a purely imaginary dispersion perpendicular to the predominant velocity direction. Weibel instabilities are also excited in relativistic plasmas (Yoon and Davidson, 1987) and for relativistic shocks (Milosavljević et al., 2006) . This type of instability is even derived from electroweak (Silva et al., 2000) and quark-gluonen plasmas (Arnold and Moore, 2006; Strickland, 2007) and is considered as an alternative source for quasi-stationary magnetic fields besides dynamos (Treumann and Baumjohann, 2012) . Furthermore, in gyrotropic or unmagnetized plasmas the existence of a pure growing mode has also been shown based on general linear fluctuation theory and fluctuation-dissipation theorems . In our analysis of a classical plasma a velocity anisotropy is carried by the cometary water ion beam in TSW and the instability is modified by the additional plasma component of magnetized protons resulting in a modified ion-Weibel instability.
Next, we discuss the wave propagation perpendicular to both the ambient magnetic field B 0 and cometary current j c (φ ≈ 96
• , see Fig. 1 for definition of the azimuth φ), which has been typically neglected by similar studies (Wu et 
Tilted solar wind frame Growth rate γ
Cometary frame Growth rate γ
Cometary frame wave number k j, max ≈ 3.5 × 10 −4 km −1 (λ max ≈ 18 000 km) with finite frequencies in the water ion branches (red). While the frequency is positive in TSW (left), the wave propagates in opposite direction due to the Doppler shift in the cometary rest frame (right) resulting in a negative frequency.
1983; Chang et al., 1990; Sauer et al., 1998) , resulting from
Besides the modified X-mode (green, Fig. 3 ), the positive and negative branches of the cometary ion mode (red) are shown. The propagation is affected by the Doppler shift, so the modes in TSW and the cometary rest frame are separated in the left and right panels of Fig. 3 , respectively. As already seen for propagation parallel to B 0 the cometary ion mode also yields a pure growth rate in the resonance with γ c, res ≈ 0.40 s −1 ≈ 29.88 c in TSW, so we also include propagation close to that direction (φ ≈ 86
• , blue and φ ≈ 106
• , violet). The modes of these directions are symmetric in TSW and result in a maximum for the growth rate (black) at k ⊥, max ≈ 6.4×10 −3 km −1 , corresponding to a wave length λ max ≈ 980 km. The existence of a maximum of the growth rate is connected to the splitting of the branches of the cometary ion mode for k ⊥ 1.4 × 10 −2 km −1 . In contrast, the splitting is not found for φ ≈ 96
• , but an upper limit of the growth rate is approached for large wave numbers. Furthermore, the positive and negative branches for φ ≈ 86
• /96
• /106
• start stably at their respective cut-off frequencies and become unstable at k ⊥ 1.5×10 −4 km −1 . Since the branch for propagation perpendicular to B 0 and j c is wrapped by the two branches close to this, we use k ⊥, max ≈ 6.4 × 10 −3 km −1 as lower limit for the former. According to Growth rate γ
Growth rate γ c Figure 5 . Left: estimated growth rate γ c range in the plane perpendicular to the cometary current j c . The black bar corresponds to the range between the estimated lower limit of k max = 6.4 × 10 −3 km −1 and the asymptotic upper limit of the growth rate. Since in this plane no real frequency is given in SW, only the growth rate is shown. Right: comparison between the frequencies with maximum growth rate of ω c in SW (red) and CSEQ (blue) with variation of the azimuth φ in the plane perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field B 0 . In addition, the corresponding maxima of the growth rate (black) are shown. For propagation k ⊥ j c the lower limit of k max = 6.4 × 10 −3 km −1 is assumed due to the missing maximum. Additionally, characteristic propagation directions are marked in both panels. this estimation, the lower limit of the growth rate is γ c, max ≈ 0.24 s −1 ≈ 17.93 c . The corresponding frequency is zero (φ ≈ 96
• ) in TSW, while close to this (φ ≈ 86
• ) the frequency is f ≈ ±43 mHz. The sign follows from the wave vector component parallel to the cometary current. In the cometary rest frame the frequency range is Doppler shifted to 13 mHz f 67 mHz with f max, CSEQ ≈ 41 mHz for φ ≈ 96
• . These frequencies well agree with the "singing" of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, which was measured by Rosetta's magnetometer . Hence, the modified ion-Weibel instability, which is actually excited by the cometary current j c , is the most probable source for the comet's song.
Last, wave propagation parallel to the cometary current j c (φ ≈ 6 • ) is discussed based on the dispersion relation Eq. (B17)
Since this propagation is also affected by the Doppler shift, TSW and the cometary rest frame are again displayed in the left and right panels of Fig. 4 , respectively. A growth rate occurs in a finite interval 1.5 × 10 −4 km −1 k j 4.9 × 10 −4 km −1 and has a maximum at k j, max ≈ 3.5 × 10 −4 km −1 , corresponding to a wave length λ max ≈ 18 000 km, with γ c, max ≈ 0.025 s −1 ≈ 1.87 c . The positive and negative branches again start from their corresponding cut-off frequencies, rise with increasing wave number and couple at k j ≈ 1.5 × 10 −4 km −1 until they split at k j ≈ 4.9 × 10 −4 km −1 in TSW. In the cometary rest frame the branches turn to negative values, couple and also decouple for negative frequencies. The different signs again mean different propagation directions. The growing waves propagate along the cometary current in TSW. In contrast, the waves go along with the solar wind and propagate in opposite direction of the current in the cometary rest frame. The frequencies corresponding to k j, max are f max, TSW ≈ 17 mHz and f max, CSEQ ≈ −4.1 mHz in the respective frames. Despite the differences in the dielectric tensor (see Sect. 2), a qualitatively similar trend in the dispersion relation was mentioned for oblique propagation in the plane spanned by B 0 and j c , but not further discussed by these authors (Sauer et al., 1998) .
So far we derived growth rates parallel and perpendicular to the cometary current, but not parallel to the ambient magnetic field. Therefore, with the lower limit for the wave number k ⊥, max ≈ 6.4×10 −3 km −1 from perpendicular propagation we go back to the wave vector parallel to the ambient magnetic field and estimate a lower limit for the growth rate of about γ c, max ≈ 0.30 s −1 ≈ 22.41 c . The discussion with respect to the three axes indicated that the growth rate is roughly constant in the plane perpendicular to the cometary current, but about 1 order of magnitude larger than for a wave vector parallel to the current. This is confirmed by Fig. 5 . In the left panel the estimated growth rate range (black) is shown in the plane perpendicular to the current as a function of the inclination θ . In the ⊥ B plane the inclination angle θ of the wave vector k is defined as the angle with respect to e ⊥ , increasing towards e B . Since in this plane the dispersion relation does not yield a real frequency in SW, only the growth rate is shown that is roughly constant as expected. Furthermore, this growth rate is clearly beyond a possible water ion gyro-frequency c ≈ 1.3 × 10 −2 s −1 (Table 1) in compliance with the assumption of an unmagnetized cometary ion beam. This means that the modified ion-Weibel instability is already well established before gyration effects arise, in contrast to ion cyclotron (Drummond and Rosenbluth, 1962; Kindel and Kennel, 1971) , fire-hose (Gary et al., 1976) or mirror instabilities (Gary, 1992) magnetometer in the cometary environment complying with the saturation condition. Therefore, a reasonable estimation for the saturation amplitude of the unstable mode is |δB sat | ∼ |B 0 |.
Complementary to our discussion so far real frequencies can also be assumed, so the solutions of the dispersion relations result in complex wave numbers. In particular, we find an extremal imaginary wave number with |k ⊥ | ≈ 6.8 · 10 −4 km −1 at f ≈ 14 mHz corresponding to an amplification length L Amp = |k amplification length also complies with the characteristic length that can be estimated from the growth rates in Fig. 5 (left) and the solar wind velocity as group velocity yielding L char = u 0SW /γ c ≈ 1000-1700 km ≈ L Amp . Hence, the modified ionWeibel instability is a convective instability (Sturrock, 1958) propagated by the solar wind.
Phase velocity and structures
In the previous subsection we considered the phase velocity v ph = ω ℜ (k)/|k| of the cometary ion mode only indirectly. Now, 10 the phase velocities with maximum growth rates, i.e. corresponding to the frequencies shown in Fig. 5 , are discussed in the plane spanned by the solar wind and water ions (see Fig. 1 ) in SW and CSEQ (Fig. 6 , left and right, respectively). In SW the maximum phase velocity of v ph,SW ≈ 320 km s −1 is found parallel to the cometary current (φ ≈ 6 • ). A wave vector antiparallel to the cometary current yields the same velocity, but with negative sign, i.e. the propagation is still parallel to the cometary current, since the waves are carried by the water ion beam. However, the wave is also least unstable by the current, 15 so this direction has the smallest maximum growth rate. The lowest phase velocity is zero perpendicular to the cometary current (φ ≈ 96 • ), but has the highest maximum growth rate as already discussed. When the wave vector is changed from tude smaller than expected from linear models were detected by the Cluster spacecraft (Tátrallyay et al., 2008) . The variation of the frequencies f max in SW and CSEQ as well as the growth rate γ c are shown as function of the azimuth φ in the right panel of Fig. 5 . The growth rate has narrow peaks at φ ≈ 96
• and φ ≈ 276
• in compliance with the propagation direction perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field and the cometary current. One also sees that the frequencies have different signs in the respective frames for most angles, i.e. the waves propagate in opposite directions due to the Doppler shift. Only close to the direction of the water ion velocity u 0c the mode propagates in the same direction in both frames. An angular dependence of the frequency or growth rate is not shown in the plane spanned by e j and e B , since it yields no further information. Altogether, we expect that the waves of the cometary ion mode are mainly generated within the plane perpendicular to the cometary current, where the frequencies are zero in SW.
Besides the explanation for Rosetta's measurements, our previous discussion also yields insights to the stabilization of the cometary ion mode. This mode is most unstable, i.e. each k B ∈ R * is unstable, if the ambient magnetic field is parallel to the wave vector (k||B 0 ) (and perpendicular to the cometary current (k ⊥ j c )). On the one hand, the cometary ion mode is stabilized towards long wave lengths, where the growth rate vanishes, when a magnetic field component perpendicular to the wave vector exists. On the other hand, the cometary ion mode becomes more stable towards short wave lengths, when a cometary current component parallel to the wave vector exists. Consequently, this mode is least unstable, when the ambient magnetic field is perpendicular to and the cometary current parallel to the wave vector. However, one still finds an unstable range (Fig. 4) , but with an maximum growth rate 1 order of magnitude lower than for the former cases.
Following the linear perturbation theory applied in this work (Appendix A), the dispersion relations result in unlimited growth of the modified ion-Weibel instability. However, with growing amplitudes non-linear effects kick in and a saturation of the instability is expected when γ c, max ∼ ω bounce , where ω bounce = ek ⊥ u c |δB|/m c is the magnetic bounce frequency. Typical amplitudes for the perturbed magnetic field of that mode of |δB| ∼ |B 0 | are detected by Rosetta's magnetometer in the cometary environment complying with the saturation condition. Therefore, a reasonable estimation for the saturation amplitude of the unstable mode is |δB sat | ∼ |B 0 |.
Complementary to our discussion so far real frequencies can also be assumed, so the solutions of the dispersion relations result in complex wave numbers. In particular, we find an extremal imaginary wave number with |k ⊥ | ≈ 6.8 × 10 −4 km −1 at f ≈ 14 mHz corresponding to an amplification length L Amp = |k −1 ⊥ | ≈ 1500 km for the modified ion-Weibel instability. This amplification length also complies with the characteristic length that can be estimated from the growth rates in Fig. 5 (left) and the solar wind velocity as group velocity yielding L char = u 0SW /γ c ≈ 1000-1700 km ≈ L Amp . Hence, the modified ion-Weibel instability is a convective instability (Sturrock, 1958) propagated by the solar wind.
In the previous subsection we considered the phase velocity v ph = ω (k)/|k| of the cometary ion mode only indirectly. Now, the phase velocities with maximum growth rates, i.e. corresponding to the frequencies shown in Fig. 5 , are discussed in the plane spanned by the solar wind and water ions (see Fig. 1 ) in SW and CSEQ (Fig. 6 , left and right, respectively). In SW the maximum phase velocity of v ph, SW ≈ 320 km s −1 is found parallel to the cometary current (φ ≈ 6 • ). A wave vector antiparallel to the cometary cur- Figure 7 . Illustration of the phase structure in SW. The wave Eq. (19) with k ⊥ j c and |k| = k 0 = 6.4 × 10 −3 km −1 is shown in xy (left) and zy (right) planes. rent yields the same velocity, but with negative sign, i.e. the propagation is still parallel to the cometary current, since the waves are carried by the water ion beam. However, the wave is also least unstable by the current, so this direction has the smallest maximum growth rate. The lowest phase velocity is zero perpendicular to the cometary current (φ ≈ 96
• ), but has the highest maximum growth rate as already discussed. When the wave vector is changed from perpendicular to the current to parallel and/or antiparallel to the current, the maximum growth rate and phase velocity are decreasing and increasing, respectively. In CSEQ the maximum phase velocity is v ph, CSEQ ≈ 95 km s −1 at φ ≈ 141
• with a rather low maximum growth rate and zero at φ ≈ 81
• . The highest maximum growth rate at φ ≈ 96
• now corresponds to a phase velocity of v ph, max, CSEQ ≈ 40 km s −1 . It nearly represents the water ion velocity u 0c , but is slightly modified by the additional electron component of the cometary current. The phase velocity diagram is not symmetric to the cometary current because of the different solar wind and water ion velocities, since the waves are mainly carried by the solar wind. Only close to the water ion velocity (φ ≈ 86
• ) waves can still propagate in opposite direction to the solar wind.
Another point of interest is the spatial phase structure of the predominant waves, which we first discuss in SW and then in CSEQ. As already discussed perturbations are mainly excited in the plane perpendicular to the current. As an ansatz for these perturbations we choose a wave r, t = cos k r − ω c, k t .
The maximum growth rates are considered by restricting the wave vectors k to k ⊥ j c and |k| = k 0 = 6.4 × 10 −3 km −1 . Furthermore, we assume only one current line in the origin as source of the wave (vectors). Then, the wave vector can be written as
with φ 0 ≈ 276 • and the inclination
respectively. The azimuthal angle φ 0 is chosen instead of 96 • for convenience, since both yield the same growth rates (Fig. 5 ) and the wave vectors only point in opposite directions. The inclination θ follows from the definition of r in spherical coordinates and the projection to the propagation plane. Note that this θ would also be called azimuth in spherical coordinates. As defined in the last subsection k is aligned to e x for θ = 0 • and is parallel to e y for θ = 90
• . Furthermore, the dispersion relation is ω k = 0 for those wave vectors (red line in Fig. 3) . Hence, in the SW the wave Eq. (16) 
which is shown in Fig. 7 in the xy and zy cross sections. The isophase structures result from the argument of the wave that is similar to the equation of an ellipse for either x = 0 or z = 0 and are independent of time, i.e. isophase planes are hourglass-shaped with a symmetry axis along the cometary current direction and a waist at the origin instead of a cylindric shape. On the one hand, the zy cross section of this structure (Fig. 7 , right) still results in nearly circular isophase lines despite the slight tilt of the hourglass.
On the other hand, the isophase lines are shaped like an ellipse with waist or two merging ellipses, respectively, instead of a very eccentric ellipse in the xy cross section (Fig. 7,  left) . Furthermore, the previously estimated wave length of λ ≈ 980 km can be clearly identified in the phase structure as the distance between two consecutive red zones in Fig. 7 . One can easily see that the isophase structures of Fig. 7 correspond to a stationary striation pattern, which is typically found in the magnetic field of Weibel instabilities (Morse and Nielson, 1971) , by identifying δB = δB sat (x, y, z). The isophase structures of Fig. 7 are shifted by a Galilean transformation (r → r + u 0SW t in the wave ansatz Eq. 16) to CSEQ in Fig. 8, i .e. the Doppler shift is added to the ansatz yielding the wave (x, y, z, t) = cos {k 0 [x cos φ 0 cos θ +y sin θ + z sin φ 0 cos θ + t u 0SW cos φ 0 cos θ .
The phase structure is compressed by the solar wind at the sun-facing side (Fig. 8 , right, x > 0) and stretched at the sun-averted side (Fig. 8 , right, x < 0) by the Doppler shift. As the solar wind velocity is supersonic and superalfvénic the structure is similar to a Mach cone. A compression and stretching can also be seen perpendicular to the solar wind and ambient magnetic field (Fig. 8, left) , since the effect of the Doppler shift is continued in this plane due to the tilt of the three-dimensional phase structure with respect to the solar wind. In particular, the isophase structures yield a fanlike shape, when we zoom in the xy cross section (Fig. 9 , left). Far away of the source current (> 5000 km) the estimated wave length λ ≈ 980 km can be still identified in the phase structure, but close to the source (< 1000 km) an apparent wave length of λ 200 km results from the Doppler shifted structure. This apparent wave length is in agreement with magnetometer measurements of Rosetta and its lander Philae . Similar fan-like structures have also been identified in simulations of the comet's plasma environment . The motion of the phase structure can be identified by the frequency of the Doppler shift
This term yields a frequency of 0 ≤ |f | 40 mHz depending on the inclination θ , where this frequency is positive in the anti-sunward sector and the maximum occurs for θ = 180
• , while it is zero parallel to the ambient magnetic field, i.e. for θ = 90
• and θ = 270
• . It should be noted that due to the Galilean transformation to CSEQ the phase velocity also depends on the inclination θ . The phase does not move parallel to the ambient magnetic field, but with maximum phase velocity perpendicular to it. In consequence, the phase structures apparently move from the comet towards the sun. Furthermore, the isophase lines move closer together yielding the apparent wavelength clearly lower than the estimated wave length.
Variation of background parameters
Last, we discuss the effect of changes in the background parameters on the frequency range of the instability (red) regarding the ambient magnetic field (B 0 , Fig. 10 ), the unperturbed water ion density (n 0c , Fig. 11 ) and the unperturbed water ion velocity (u 0c , Fig. 12 ). While the respective quantities are varied, the other parameters remain on the values of Table 1 . The most significant changes in the frequencies result from the ambient magnetic field, where B 0 is varied from 1 nT, an estimation for the magnetic field when Rosetta arrived at the comet (Hansen et al., 2007) , up to 40 nT, which was measured close to perihelion . Additionally, the proton gyro-frequency p (blue) is shown for P. Meier et al.: Modified ion-Weibel instability comparison. Both frequencies monotonically increase with the ambient magnetic field. While p is proportional to B 0 , a non-linear dependence is found for ω c . Both frequencies accidentally coincide around the default field of B 0 = 2.5 nT. For B 0 > 10 nT the frequencies of ω c clearly exceed 1 Hz, the maximum sampling rate of Rosetta's magnetometer in normal operation mode . Though the magnetometer was in burst mode with a sampling rate up to 20 Hz around perihelion, where these fields arise, magnetic disturbances by the spacecraft are significant in the domain of a few Hz . Thus, it is unlikely to detect those waves properly close to perihelion. Furthermore, the assumptions of a homogeneous ambient magnetic field and a cometary ion beam could be less appropriate with respect to such high fields and gyration effects may become relevant .
The water ion density is varied from n 0c = 0.01 cm −3 to n 0c = 40 cm −3 in Fig. 11 . Besides the frequency (red), the growth rate (black) is shown, too. Both quantities have a maximum, but for different densities. The former one is found at n 0c ≈ 0.2 cm −3 and the latter one at n 0c ≈ 1 cm −3 . Thus, it is most unstable when the cometary ions and protons have about the same densities. For n 0c → 0 the frequencies and growth rate vanish as expected from Eq. (B13), while a configuration as discussed by Chang et al. (1990) is approached for n 0p /n 0c → 0.
Last, the variation of the cometary ion velocity from u 0c = 20 km s −1 to u 0c = 60 km s −1 is shown in Fig. 12 . One can see that the frequencies (red) are nearly proportional to the velocity and the lower boundary is even below zero for u 0c 25 km s −1 . However, the frequencies and the wave vector are nearly constant in SW, so this variation solely results from changes of the angle between the cometary current and the solar wind. The transition from positive to negative frequencies means a change of the propagation direction due to the Doppler effect. For a vanishing cometary ion velocity the Doppler effect is zero and the dispersion relation mainly corresponds to the results in TSW (Fig. 3) .
Conclusions
In this paper we have derived a model for the new type of low-frequency waves recently detected at 67P/ChuryumovGerasimenko. Our model results well agree with measurements of the Rosetta spacecraft in the environment of the comet . As ansatz we choose a homogeneous, cold plasma composed of magnetized solar wind protons, magnetized electrons and a beam of unmagnetized water ions, which launch an electrical current. This configuration drives a modified ion-Weibel instability (Chang et al., 1990 ) that predominantly grows perpendicular to the current. The instability is connected to a frequency of about f ≈ 40 mHz for the new water ion mode in a cometary rest frame in compliance with Rosetta's observation. Furthermore, a maximum wave length of λ ≈ 980 km is estimated. The waves propagate with phase velocities of about v ph ≈ 40 km s −1 perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field and the cometary current. Moreover, the superposition of the strongest growing waves results in a fan-like phase structure close to the comet that yields wave length λ < 200 km with an apparent phase motion from the comet to the sun. Last, we discussed the dependence of the frequencies on background parameters. It was shown that the frequencies of the water ion mode only coincide with the proton gyro-frequency for small ambient magnetic fields B 0 ∼ 1 nT, but with different dependence on the fields, and they are clearly distinguished for stronger fields. The maxima of the growth rate and frequencies result from different water ion densities. While the water ion mode is most unstable for n 0c ≈ n 0p , the highest frequencies are found for n 0c n 0p . The effect of the water ion velocity on the frequencies is mainly due to variations of the cometary current direction. If the current is antiparallel to the solar wind, the Doppler effect and thus the frequencies vanish for the strongest growing waves.
Data availability
The raw data sets underlying the figures are available as supplementary material to the paper. The data are obtained as numerical solutions of the dispersion relations resulting from Eq. (12).
P. Meier et al.: Modified ion-Weibel instability Appendix A: General dispersion relation
We choose as a general ansatz a cold MHD-plasma with multiple plasma species α. Thus, the system of equations is described by the continuity equation
the momentum equation
and Maxwell's equations
with n α , u α , q α and m α for the number density, the bulk velocity, the charge and the mass of the plasma species α, respectively. The electric and magnetic fields as well as the permittivity, permeability and speed of light in vacuum are denoted by E and B, ε 0 , µ 0 and c, respectively. The charge and current densities are defined by
Now a first order perturbation of the plasma quantities is assumed, e.g. n α = n 0α + δn α . In particular, we initially allow all unperturbed quantities, which are constant and denoted by index 0, to be non-vanishing (n 0α = 0). The unperturbed charge and current densities usually have to vanish for the existence of a steady state. The first one is automatically satisfied, since the unperturbed electron density n 0e is given by n 0e = n 0p + n 0c . The latter one does not vanish in general. But if the unperturbed current density is small, i.e. j 0 µ 0 L/B 1, a steady state can still be expected. Assuming the values of Table 1 for the current density, the size of the comet P67/Churyumov-Gerasimenko for the length scale (L ∼ 1 km) and B ∼ 1 nT , the inequality is satisfied (j 0 µ 0 L/B ≈ 0.08). The perturbations of the quantities are plane waves, e.g. 
with indices i, l ∈ {j, B, ⊥}, k 2 = |k| 2 and the delta function δ il . These indices are connected to an orthonormal basis e j , e B , e ⊥ with e B parallel to an ambient magnetic field B 0 , e j parallel to a current density j 0 and e ⊥ perpendicular to the field as well as the current completing this righthanded system. Next, the perturbation of the current density is derived from Eqs. (A1) and (A2)
with wave conductivity tensor σ ilα of species α. The conductivity tensor is not shown, but can be easily read off of the following tensor. Equation (A10) is rewritten with the dispersion tensor D il
with dielectric tensor il = δ il + i α σ ilα /(ωε 0 ) and i (ω, k), which depends on plasma quantities of the steady state, but not on perturbed plasma quantities. The expressions for the components of D ij are with plasma frequencies ω α = q 2 α n 0α /(ε 0 m α ) and gyrofrequencies α = q α |B 0 |/m α of the respective plasma species α. Note that the gyro-frequency can be signed by the charge. Following, we are interested in waves, which propagate in plasmas independent of the steady state, i.e. which satisfy the dispersion relation det D ij = 0.
(A19)
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